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Our outrage over the sorry mess that the utility made in this nature
preserve is justified, but we need real action to keep it from happening
again.
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Mulched debris was all that remained Monday on a 3-acre stretch of Oncor
right-of-way property within the Old Fish Hatchery nature area at the south end
of White Rock Lake in Dallas. (Lynda M. González / Staﬀ Photographer)
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Oncor deserves all the outrage that Dallas residents have
heaped on it in the days since the electric-transmission
company grubbed away every last blade of grass from its 3-
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acre right of way in one of our city’s most lush nature
preserves.
I dare anyone to stand under the massive transmission lines
near White Rock Lake’s southern edge, study the details of
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the rich woodlands to the right and left and try to make a
case that scraping its spine to the bone was the only option.
But that’s what Oncor still maintains.
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The utility operation is very, very sorry that — because its
internal communication failed — neither the city nor the
caretakers of the surrounding Old Fish Hatchery nature
area were notified that the cutting was coming.
As for the land massacre itself, “we stand by the work we
did there,” Oncor communications director Connie Piloto
told me Wednesday. She said the matted overgrowth,
downed trees and jungle of entwined plantings that had
developed on the utility’s land left it with no other option to
ensure service to more than 20,000 customers.
The damage is done. Now we must figure out how to fix this
sorry mess.
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This illustration, created by Dale Greer, combines an aerial photo of the Old Fish
Hatchery property and surrounding parkland at White Rock Lake with a 1930s
map of the original hatchery ponds. On the left-hand side, the 3-acre swath of
clear-cutting by Oncor on its right of way is visible. (Dale Greer)

That process began Thursday night with a Zoom meeting
organized by City Council member Paula Blackmon, whose
District 9 includes White Rock Lake. The virtual town hall,
kicking off the work of a committee that will look more
closely at what happened, gave community members the
chance to air their points of view.
Speaker Michael Jung, a White Rock Lake Park advocate for
35 years, set the tone with this challenge to Charles Elk,
who oversees Oncor community relations and will serve on
Blackmon’s new committee:
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“If you guys thought that was the right thing to do, there’s
something fundamentally wrong with your approach to
preservation,” Jung said. “If you thought that was the right
way to treat the nature preserve, your so-called
commitment to the environment is a joke.”
ADVERTISING

Elk mostly listened; when he did respond, his answers were
almost exactly what Piloto had told me the day before:
Communication was bad, but the cutting was valid.
An Oncor contractor did the work over five days, according
to Piloto, hand-cutting some areas but mostly using a
forestry mulcher, equipped with oversized tires to evenly
distribute its weight and prevent it from digging into the
soil.

Little comfort that was for the inhabitants of the large
beaver den whose tunneling system, which allows them to
get from one pond to another, was smushed and marked
with machinery tracks.
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Foliage arches over the footpaths of the Old Fish Hatchery nature area. “It’s a
special place,” District 9 City Council member Paula Blackmon says. “Once you
get in there, you lose track of time — and that you are even in Dallas.” (Lynda M.
González / Staﬀ Photographer)

No one would disagree that Oncor’s No. 1 job is to provide
safe and reliable electric service. None of us would argue for
a setting that creates fire hazards or leaves power lines
inaccessible.
I just don’t buy the argument that grinding up every bit of
green was the only solution.
No doubt it was cheaper and more efficient than careful
pruning. But it cut out part of the heart of a rare ecosystem
in the midst of one of the most heavily developed parts of
Dallas.
We have a right to expect better. If Oncor understands
anything about corporate citizenship, it must meet those
expectations.
Decades ago, the Dallas Audubon Society adopted the Old
Fish Hatchery, which indeed had previously functioned as
just that from the 1930s to 1950s. The nature preserve, on
city property, is beloved by birders, hikers, naturalists and
students with a bent toward science.
Those of us who run, bike or just generally enjoy the
greenspaces of White Rock Lake regularly pass the
preserve’s small gate, near the spillway parking lot, without
giving it much thought.
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Yet this wild space, a mixture of wetlands and woodlands
where birds and animals raise their young, is the keystone
that makes White Rock so special.
Oncor “produced a local extinction event” on this property,
Ben Sandifer, environmental watchdog and master
naturalist, said as the two of us stood on the now-barren 3
acres.
Sandifer is one of the 13 members, many of them with deep
experience in the coexistence of natural spaces in urban
settings, who will serve on Blackmon’s Old Fish Hatchery at
White Rock Lake Advisory Committee.

1/5 Local naturalist Kelly Cotten stands in an empty pond cell at the Old Fish Ha
White Rock Lake in Dallas on Monday. Each of the former hatchery ponds oﬀers
González / Staﬀ Photographer)

The committee’s mandate includes getting better answers
from Oncor about the clear-cutting. More important will be
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the group’s work to replant the destroyed land and to — I
hope — create a management plan for the entire 50-acre
Old Fish Hatchery nature area.
Maria Hasbany, District 9′s Park Board representative and
co-chair of the advisory committee, told me, “Let’s make a
plan to plant things in there that are agreeable to both sides
so we don’t have to get to the place of doing this ridiculous
scorched-earth approach.”
That professional-grade remediation won’t happen
overnight — nor without dollars (looking at you, Oncor) and
naturalists' watchful eyes.

A complex system of ﬂora and fauna interact with each other within a wetland
cell at the Old Fish Hatchery. Naturalist Ben Sandifer considers the hatchery one
of the great water bird and songbird sanctuaries in the state. It’s also home to
beaver, raccoons, minks, weasels, squirrels and coyotes. (Lynda M. González /
Staﬀ Photographer)

The bigger task will be building that blueprint for how best
to oversee the entire hatchery site. Among the many groups
involved in its direction are Dallas Water Utilities, the city’s
Park and Recreation Department, Dallas Audubon, Oncor
and the For the Love of the Lake nonprofit.
I heard myriad, and sometimes conflicting, points of view as
I hiked the site Monday with Blackmon, Sandifer and local
naturalist and committee member Kelly Cotten, along with
co-chairs Hasbany and Brent Brown, who’s been involved in
ecology projects for two decades.
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Even if the final plan is to leave the property virtually
untamed, it deserves a clear, publicly stated way forward
with an understanding of how each institution, advocacy
group and visitor fits in.
Adding to the concerns is upcoming work on the lake’s
southern dam, which will eat away at more trees and
wildlife habitat on the hatchery’s fringes.
“It’s a special place,” Blackmon said. “Once you get in there,
you lose track of time — and that you are even in Dallas.”
Within the 50 acres, tucked between the SoPac hike and
bike trail and the lake’s southern dam, muted oranges, reds
and yellows have begun to creep in. The space is a
kaleidoscope of native and neighborhood plants; for years,
birds, water and wind have carried seeds from area
residents' yards into the preserve.

Master naturalist Ben Sandifer (center) and City Council member Paula
Blackmon (right) examine Oncor's clear-cutting, which Sandifer labeled "a local
extinction event." (Lynda M. González / Staﬀ Photographer)

Small trails run along the berms created years ago to form
about two dozen ponds, which sometimes still hold
rainwater. Cottonwoods rise from their midst, with elms,
hackberries and dogwoods on the edges.
Alongside the Oncor-scalped land runs a wetland of sedges,
spiky rush, marsh fleabane and balloon vines framed by a
magnificent grove of ash trees. Sandifer’s immediate worry
is that this week’s rain will wash the floor of heavy brown
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shreddings — all that remains of the once-vibrant area
under the power lines — onto the still-thriving preserve on
either side.
Sandifer considers the hatchery one of the great water bird
and songbird sanctuaries in the state. It’s also home to
beaver, raccoons, minks, weasels, squirrels, coyotes and,
yes, snakes.
“I’m only alive when I’m in here. I put up with [Dallas] so I
can be part of what’s there,” said fellow naturalist and
committee member Cotten.
The advisory group will report back to the community at a
public meeting Nov. 10. (For more information, email
district9@dallascityhall.com) What a great thing it
would be if its efforts created a lasting model we could
implement citywide.
All of us want reliable electricity. But we shouldn’t have to
sacrifice precious sanctuaries as the price for powering our
homes.

Sharon Grigsby. I'm the Metro columnist, which means
that if it's happening in North Texas, I'm likely to write
about it. My work on Baylor's sexual assault scandal
earned a spot as a 2018 Pulitzer ﬁnalist. I was born in
Waco, raised my own family in the suburbs and have been
back in Dallas ever since.
sgrigsby@dallasnews.com
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